
MEDICAL TRAVEL DOCUMENT 
                                                                                                                  
We herewith state that the ALFESS™ is a neuro orthosis for treating foot drop fitted 
individually to this patient’s needs. 
The ALFESS™ is intended to be used daily to enable the user to walk and get muscle  
and nerve control while walking. Continuation of use is vital for being able to walk  
and for the rehabilitation process. 
 
This product’s serial number is: __________________________ 
 
In case of any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Yours Sincerely,                                                                         
 
 
 
 
David N. Steiman     Tel. (+46) 42 25 27 00 
Product Manager/ Lic. PT    info@allardint.com 
Camp Scandinavia AB/ Allard INT   www.allardint.com 
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